LOANS TO THE NATIONAL GALLERY
APRIL 2011—MARCH 2012

The following pictures were on loan to the National Gallery between April 2011 and March 2012

*Pictures returned

Her Majesty the Queen
Fra Angelico Blessing Redeemer
Gentile da Fabriano The Madonna and Child with Angels (The Quaratesi Madonna)
Gossaert Adam and Eve
Leighton Cimabue’s Celebrated Madonna is carried in Procession through the Streets of Florence
Pesellino Saints Mamas and James

The Warden and Fellows of All Souls College, Oxford
Mengs Noli me tangere

The British Museum, London
Antwerp, Unknown artist (Jan de Beer?) Adoration of the Kings*
Antwerp, Unknown artist (Jan de Beer?) Aristotle and Phyllis*
Antwerp, Unknown artist (Jan de Beer?) Unidentified Scene*
Beer Portrait of a Man wearing a Turban*
Beer Study of Nine Male Heads*

Andrew Brownsword Arts Foundation
Gainsborough The Byam Family (normally on long term loan to the Holburne Museum of Art, Bath)*
Sisley View of the Thames: Charing Cross Bridge

Compton Verney House Trust
Strozzi The Incredulity of Saint Thomas*

Dunrobin Castle Collection
Attributed to Lo Spagna Christ carrying the Cross

The Faringdon Collection Trust, Buscot Park
Sebastiano del Piombo Head of a Girl

The Gere Collection
Attributed to Bertin View of the Gorge at Civita Castellana (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Attributed to Bidauld Buildings by a Weir in a Mountainous Valley
Böcklin A Cliff Face (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Böcklin In the Garden (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
British (?) The Fourvière Hill at Lyon
Bürkel Distant View of Rome with the Baths of Caracalla in the Foreground
Buttura A Road in the Roman Campagna (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Camuccini Ariccia (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Camuccini A Fallen Tree Trunk (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Camuccini Landscape with Trees and Rocks
Cels Sky Study with Birds (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Closson Antique Ruins (the Baths of Caracalla?) (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Closson The Cascade at Tivoli
Attributed to Coignet River Landscape (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Attributed to Constantin Bridge at Subiaco (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Attributed to Corot Staircase in the Entrance to the Villa of Maecenas, Tivoli (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Costa After a Shower near Pisa
Costa Porto d’Anzio (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Danby A Boat-Builders Yard (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Degas Promenade beside the Sea (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Degas The Capuchin Convent at Amalfi
Degas The Fourvière Hill at Lyon
Degas View in the Villa Borghese: The Theatre, Orange, France
Degas View Looking into the Val de Villé in the Vosges, France
German A Rustic House by the Sea (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Giroux Ruins on the Palatine
Gourlier Acqua Acetosa
Attributed to Granet View of the Falls at Tivoli (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Guillaumet Mountains in North Africa, with a Bedouin Camp (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Attributed to Haes View of Madrid (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Attributed to Heinrich Landscape with Figures bathing
Joinville A Distant View of Tivoli
Jones The Grotto at Posillipo
Jones Landscape with a Distant View of the Sea (Italy) (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Kerrich Distant View of Lowestoft from the South (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Attributed to Knip Green Mountains (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Kolle A Courtyard in Rome
Attributed to Leighton Houses in Capri
Leighton Archway on the Palatine (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Leighton Houses in Venice (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Leighton On the Coast, Isle of Wight (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Leighton An Outcrop in the Campagna (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)

Fearnley Coast Scene, possibly Capri
Fleury View in the Villa Borghese: The Casino del Muro Torto and the Aqueduct of Acqua Felice
French The Temple of Vesta at Tivoli seen from the Gorge
French (?) Excavation of the Roman Theatre, Orange, France
French (?) View Looking into the Val de Villé in the Vosges, France

Distant View of Lowestoft from the South (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)

Distant View of Lowestoft from the South (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)

Distant View of Lowestoft from the South (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)

Distant View of Lowestoft from the South (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)

Distant View of Lowestoft from the South (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)

Distant View of Lowestoft from the South (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)

Distant View of Lowestoft from the South (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)

Distant View of Lowestoft from the South (currently on loan to the Ashmolan
Leighton View in Capri (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Leighton A View in Spain (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Leighton The Villa Malta, Rome (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Mason The Villa Borghese (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Michallon A Torrent in a Rocky Gorge
Michallon A Tree
Nittis Winter Landscape (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Pitloo View of the Aventine Hill from the Palatine (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Pitloo Vines at Bâia
Reinagle Mountainous Landscape with Ruins and Buildings
Reinagle Rome: Part of the Aurelian Wall (the Muro Torto) with the Villa Ludovisi beyond
Reinagle A Trout Stream
Attributed to Rosa Wooded Bank with Figures
Schelhoff Landscape with Cumulus Clouds, with View of Haarlem on the Horizon (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Valenciennes Cow-Shed and Houses on the Palatine Hill
Valenciennes Rome at Sunrise, from the Janiculum (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Wallis Rocks, Tree Trunks and Branches (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Wals The Walls of Rome (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Warren The Crystal Palace from Penge (currently on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford)
Watts Panoramic Landscape with a Farmhouse

The Government Art Collection
Gabrielli The National Gallery 1886, Interior of Room 32

Graff Diamonds Ltd
Pissarro Portrait of Cézanne

Sir James and Lady Graham
Batoni Humphry Morice

The Earl of Halifax
Titian Portrait of a Young Man

HM Government
Bonington La Ferté
Guercino Samian Sibyl with a Putto
Rubens The Birth of Venus*

The Daniel Katz Family Trust
Monogrammist I.S. Portrait of a Woman, facing left

The Loyd Collection
Corot The Four Times of Day: Morning
Corot The Four Times of Day: Noon
Corot The Four Times of Day: Evening
Corot The Four Times of Day: Night

The Collection of Asbjørn Lunde
Calame Chalets at Rigi
Calame At Handeck
Dahl The Lower Falls of the Labrofoss
Dahl View over Hallingdal

Personal Representatives of Sir Denis Mahon CH CBE FBA
Assereto The Angel appears to Hagar and Ishmael
Carracci The Agony in the Garden
Castello The Virgin and Child with Saint John the Baptist
Crespi Musician
Crespi Peasants with Donkeys
Creti Artemisia drinking the Ashes of Mausolus
Domenichino Landscape with a Fortified Town
Giordano Allegory of Divine Wisdom
Giordano Allegory of Fortitude
Giordano Allegory of Justice
Giordano Allegory of Prudence
Giordano Apollo of the Medici
Giordano The Cave of Eternity
Giordano Minerva as Protectress of the Arts and Sciences
Giordano Mythological Scene of Agriculture
Giordano Mythological Scene with the Rape of Proserpine
Guercino The Angel appears to Hagar and Ishmael
Guercino The Presentation of Jesus in the Temple
Guercino Saint Gregory the Great with Saints Ignatius Loyola and Francis Xavier
Attributed to Lingelbach Roman Street Scene with Card Players
Liss The Fall of Phaeton
Reni The Rape of Europa
Rosa Landscape with Travellers asking the Way
Schedoni The Holy Family with the Virgin teaching the Child to Read
Stom Salome receives the Head of John the Baptist

The Peter Meyer Collection
Brueghel the Elder Landscape with Travellers and Peasants on a Track

National Museums Liverpool, Walker Art Gallery
Master of the Aachen Altarpiece Christ before Pilate (front), The Mass of Saint Gregory (reverse)
Master of the Aachen Altarpiece Lamentation (front), Two kneeling Donors (reverse)

National Portrait Gallery, London
Lawrence Lord Liverpool

Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam
Carracci Saint Francis receiving the Christ Child from the Virgin
Piero di Cosimo Portrait of Francesco Giamberti, Musician
Piero di Cosimo Portrait of Giuliano da Sangallo, Architect
Post Landscape in Brazil
Veronese Portrait of Daniele Barbaro

The Rector and Churchwardens of St Mary Magdalene Church, Littleton
Attributed to Jacopo di Cione and workshop Saint Anthony Abbot
Attributed to Jacopo di Cione and workshop Beata Paola
Attributed to Jacopo di Cione and workshop Saint Bruno Boniface
Attributed to Jacopo di Cione and workshop Saint John the Evangelist
Attributed to Jacopo di Cione and workshop Saint Luke
Attributed to Jacopo di Cione and workshop Saint Peter Damian

Royal Picture Gallery Mauritshuis, The Hague
Gelder Judah and Tamar

The Society of Antiquaries of London
Simone dei Crocefissi Dream of the Virgin

The Trustees of the Stansted Park Foundation
Liotard A Lady pouring Chocolate (‘La Chocolatière’)
Tate, London (on loan as part of the Tate / National Gallery Exchange)

Anquetin Two Studies for ‘The Three Graces’
Béraud After the Misdeed
Blanche Francis Poitevin
Bock Woudrichem
Browne A Greek Captive
Carrière Head of a Child
Carrière Winding Wool
Cazin Evening
Cazin Ulysses after the Shipwreck
Cézanne The Avenue at the Jas de Bouffan
Cézanne Still Life with Water Jug
Charnay Park of Sansac (Indre-et-Loire)
Degas Carlo Pellegrini
Degas Head of a Woman
Degas Head of a Woman
Fantin-Latour The Judgement of Paris
Fantin-Latour Mr and Mrs Edwin Edwards
Fantin-Latour A Plate of Apples
Fantin-Latour Roses
Fantin-Latour Self Portrait
Forain The Tub
Gauguin Faa Iheihe
Gauguin Harvest: Le Pouldu
Goeneutte The Boulevard de Clichy under Snow
Hammershoi Interior
Henri Market at Concarneau (recto), Sailing Boats in a Bay (verso)
Liebermann Memorial Service for Kaiser Friedrich at Kösen
Manet Woman with a Cat
Mauve Watering Horses
Monet Poplars on the Epte
Monet The Seine at Port-Villez
Monet Woman seated on a Bench
Morisot Girl on a Divan
Pissarro The Little Country Maid
Pissarro The Pork Butcher
Pissarro Portrait of Félix Pissarro
Pissarro A Wool-Carder
Renoir Head of a Girl
Repin Study of an Old Man
Seurat Le Bec du Hoc, Grandcamp
Seurat Clothes on the Grass: Study for ‘Bathers at Asnières’
Sisley The Bridge at Sèvres

Sisley The Path to the Old Ferry at By
Sisley The Small Meadows in Spring
Toulouse-Lautrec Emile Bernard
Toulouse-Lautrec The Two Friends
Turner Dido and Aeneas*
Van Gogh Farms near Auvers
Vollon View of the Harbour at Marseilles

The Master Governor of Trinity Hospital, Retford

Lastman The Rest on the Flight into Egypt

Van Gogh Museum Amsterdam (Vincent van Gogh Foundation)

Van Gogh Mother by a Cradle (Léonie-Rose Davy-Charbuy)

The Earl of Verulam

Petrus Christus Edward Grimston

Victoria and Albert Museum, London

Bellini Portrait of Fra Teodoro of Urbino as Saint Dominic
Berckheyde The Market Place and Town Hall, Haarlem
Calraet A Brown and White Skewbald Horse with a Saddle beside it
Imitator of Giorgione Nymphs and Children in a Landscape with Shepherds
Rubens The Coup de Lance
Ruysdael A River Landscape with Fishermen
Steenwyck the Younger The Interior of a Gothic Church looking East

Winchester College

Lemoyne The Annunciation

Anonymous Loans / Private Collections

Aertsen Scenes from the Life of an Unidentified Bishop Saint
Bronzino Portrait of a Young Man
Brueghel the Elder Harbour Storm with Christ Preaching
Brueghel the Elder A Sea Storm
Caillebotte Man at his Bath*
Constable Salisbury Cathedral from the Meadows
De Beer and workshop Saint John the Baptist

De Beer and workshop Saint John the Evangelist
De Beer and workshop The Virgin and Child Enthroned, with Saints Joseph, John the Baptist, Dorothy, Cecilia, Catherine of Alexandria and Barbara
Degas Three Dancers in Violet Tutus
Domenichino Saint John the Evangelist
Gauguin Still Life with Mangos
Gentileschi The Finding of Moses
Géricault A Shipwreck

Circle of Gossaert The Adoration of the Kings
Gossaert Virgin and Child
Guardi Villa del Timpano Arcuato at Paese
Hayez Susanna at her Bath
Holbein the Younger Erasmus
Lorenzo Monaco The Death of Saint Benedict
Kobbe Portrait of P. Ryder, Son of the Artist’s Cousin
Master of the Judgement of Paris The Abduction of Helen
Monet The Grand Canal, Venice
Monet The Japanese Bridge
Naldini Lamentation of the Dead Christ
Niccolò di Pietro Gerini Adoration of the Shepherds
Parmigianino The Virgin and Child with the Infant Saint John the Baptist and Saint Mary Magdalene
Pontormo Portrait of a Young Man in a Red Cap (Carlo Neroni)
Renoir Gladioli in a Vase
Ruisdael A Panoramic View of Amsterdam looking towards the IJ
Savery Flowers in a Glass
Sebastiano del Piombo Portrait of a Lady
Signac Les Andelys, the Washerwomen
Sisley The Seine at Port-Marly
Sittow The Ascension
Turner Dutch Boats in a Gale (‘The Bridgewater Sea Piece’)}
Van Gogh Head of a Peasant Woman
Van Gogh Two Crabs
Vuillard The Earthenware Pot
LONG TERM LOANS FROM THE NATIONAL GALLERY
APRIL 2011–MARCH 2012

Pictures lent to other galleries. Pictures included in special exhibitions are listed separately.
*Pictures returned

Bristol City Museum and Art Gallery, Bristol
Solario Saint Catherine of Alexandria NG646
Solario Saint Ursula NG647

The British Museum, London
Greco-Roman A Man with a Wreath NG3932 (currently at the NG for restoration)
Greco-Roman A Young Woman NG3931 (currently at the NG for restoration)

Dordrechts Museum, Dordrecht
Van Calraet Scene on the Ice outside Dordrecht NG3024

Dublin City Gallery The Hugh Lane (The Hugh Lane Bequest), Dublin
Barye The Forest of Fontainebleau NG3233
Bonvin Still Life with Book, Papers and Inkwell NG3234
Boudin The Beach at Tourgéville-les-Sablons NG3235
Brown The Performing Dog NG3236
Corot Summer Morning NG3238
Follower of Corot A Peasant Woman NG3239
After Courbet Self Portrait NG3240
Courbet The Diligence in the Snow NG3242
Courbet In the Forest NG3241
Studio of Courbet The Pool NG3243
Daubigny Honoré Daumier NG3245
Degas Beach Scene NG3247
Diaz de la Peña Venus and Two Cupids NG3246
Fantin-Latour Still Life with Glass Jug, Fruit and Flowers NG3248
Forain Legal Assistance NG3249
French A Black Woman NG3250
Gérôme Portrait of Armand Gérôme NG3251
Imitator of Jongkind Skating in Holland NG3253
Madrazo Portrait of a Lady NG3254
Mancini Aurelia NG3258
Mancini The Customs NG3255
Mancini On a Journey NG3256
Mancini The Marquis del Grillo NG3257
Manet Music in the Tuileries Gardens NG3260
Maris A Girl feeding a Bird in a Cage NG3261
Monet Lavacourt under Snow NG3262
Monticelli The Hayfield NG3263
Puvis de Chavannes A Maid combing a Woman's Hair NG3267
Attributed to Rousseau Moonlight: The Bathers NG3268
Stevens The Present NG3270
Vuillard The Mantelpiece (La Cheminée) NG3271

Rijksmuseum Amsterdam
Borch The Swearing of the Oath of Ratification of the Treaty of Münster NG896
Lundens (after Rembrandt) The Company of Captain Banning Cocq and Lieutenant Willem van Ruytenburch (’The Nightwatch’) NG289

Royal Picture Gallery Mauritshuis, The Hague
Cuyp Peasants and Cattle by the River Merwede NG1289
Rubenshuis, Antwerp
Coques Portrait of a Woman as Saint Agnes NG1011
Flemish Portrait of a Man NG5631
Tate, London (on loan as part of Tate / National Gallery Exchange)
Cézanne The Grounds of the Château Noir NG6346
Klimt Portrait of Hermine Gallia NG6434 (currently at the NG)
Matisse Portrait of Greta Moll NG6450
Monet Water-Lilies NG6343
Picasso Fruit Dish, Bottle and Violin NG6449
Redon, Ophelia among the Flowers NG6438 (currently at the NG)
Renoir Misia Sert NG6306 (currently at the NG)

Turner The Parting of Hero and Leander – from the Greek of Musaeus NG521
Vuillard Lunch at Vasouy NG6373 (currently at the NG)
Vuillard Lunch at Vasouy NG6388 (currently at the NG)

Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam
Toulouse-Lautrec Woman seated in a Garden NG4186

Victoria and Albert Museum, London
Attributed to Bellini The Sultan Mehmet II NG3099
Jacometto Portrait of a Man NG3121
Netherlandish Anna van Spangen, Wife of Adriaen van der Goes NG1652
Perugino The Virgin and Child with Saints Jerome and Francis NG1075
Follower of Van Eyck Marco Barbarigo NG696

Amgueddfa Cymru – National Museum Wales, Cardiff
Poussin The Finding of Moses NG6519*

Barber Institute, Birmingham
Van Dyck Portrait of François Langlois NG567

National Galleries of Scotland, Edinburgh
Titian Diana and Actaeon NG6611
Titian Diana and Callisto NG6616
LOANS FROM THE NATIONAL GALLERY TO SPECIAL EXHIBITIONS APRIL 2011–MARCH 2012

Jean-Léon Gérôme
J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles
June–September 2010
Musée d’Orsay, Paris
October 2010–January 2011
Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza, Madrid
March–May 2011
Gérôme Portrait of Armand Gérôme
NG3251

Gabriel Metsu 1629–1667
National Gallery of Ireland, Dublin
September–December 2010
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam
December 2010–March 2011
National Gallery of Art, Washington DC
April–July 2011
Metsu The Interior of a Smithy NG2591
Metsu A Man and a Woman seated by a Virginal NG839

Thomas Gainsborough and the Modern Woman
Cincinnati Art Museum, Cincinnati
September 2010–January 2011
San Diego Museum of Art, San Diego
January–May 2011
Gainsborough Mrs Siddons NG683

1500: Art in France between The Middle Ages and Renaissance
Galeries Nationales du Grand Palais, Paris
October 2010–January 2011
The Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago
February–May 2011
Master of Moulins (Jean Hey)
Charlemagne, and the Meeting of Saints Joachim and Anne at the Golden Gate NG4092 (Chicago only)
Master of Saint Giles The Mass of Saint Giles NG4681 (Paris only)
Master of Saint Giles Saint Giles and the Hind NG1419 (Paris only)

Diana and Actaeon US Tour
High Museum of Art, Atlanta
October 2010–January 2011
Minneapolis Institute of Arts, Minneapolis
February–May 2011
The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston
May–August 2011
Titian Diana and Actaeon NG6611

J.B. Chardin
Palazzo dei Diamanti, Ferrara
October 2010–January 2011
Museo Nacional del Prado, Madrid
February–May 2011
Chardin The Young Schoolmistress NG4077 (Madrid only)

A Matter of Faith: Relics, Art, and Sanctity in the Middle Ages
The Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland
October 2010–January 2011
The Walters Art Museum, Baltimore
February–May 2011
The British Museum, London
June–October 2011
Bellini Cardinal Bessarion and Two Members of the Scuola della Carità in prayer with the Bessarion Reliquary NG6590 (London only)

Thomas Lawrence: Regency Power and Brilliance
National Portrait Gallery, London
October 2010–January 2011
Yale Center for British Art, New Haven
February–June 2011
Lawrence John Julius Angerstein, aged about 55 NG6370
Lawrence Queen Charlotte NG4257

The Gothic Woman
Bilboko Arte Eder Museoa / Museo de Bellas Artes de Bilbao, Bilbao
February–May 2011
Workshop of Apollonio di Giovanni Birth Tray: The Triumph of Love NG3898

The Frenchwoman
Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza, Madrid
March–June 2011
Degas Young Spartans Exercising NG3860

Nature and the Ideal: Landscape Painting in Rome 1600–1650
Galeries Nationales du Grand Palais, Paris
March–June 2011
Museo Nacional del Prado, Madrid
June–September 2011
Claude Landscape with a Goatherd and Goats NG58
Domenichino Landscape with Tobias laying hold of the Fish NG48
Poussin Nymph with Satyrs NG91
Leonardo of the North: Joos van Cleve (1485/90–1541)  
Suermond-Ludwig-Museum, Aachen  
March–June 2011  
Van Cleve The Holy Family NG2603

Lucas van Leyden and the Renaissance  
Stedelijk Museum De Lakenhal, Leiden  
March–June 2011  
Van Leyden A Man aged 38 NG3604

Rembrandt: The Quest for Chiaroscuro  
National Museum of Western Art, Tokyo  
March–June 2011  
Pupil of Rembrandt The Adoration of the Shepherds NG47

Courbet and Spanish Realism  
Museu Nacional d’Art de Catalunya, Barcelona  
April–July 2011  
Murillo Self Portrait NG6153

‘Heads of Christ, from Life’: Rembrandt and the Image of Jesus  
Musée du Louvre, Paris  
April–July 2011  
Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadelphia  
July–October 2011  
The Detroit Institute of Arts, Detroit  
November 2011–February 2012  
Rembrandt The Woman taken in Adultery NG45

Henri Fantin-Latour and the Impressionists: Still-Life Painting in the Nineteenth Century  
The Bowes Museum, Barnard Castle  
April–October 2011  
Fantin-Latour The Rosy Wealth of June NG1686

Nicolas Poussin: Histoires de Grandeurs  
Académie de France à Rome, Villa Medici, Rome  
April–June 2011  
Musée des Beaux-Arts de Bordeaux, Bordeaux  
June–September 2011  
Poussin The Finding of Moses NG6519 (Rome only)

Paris: Life & Luxury  
The Getty Center, Los Angeles  
April–August 2011  
The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston  
September–December 2011  
Lancret The Four Times of Day: Morning NG5867  
Lancret The Four Times of Day: Midday NG5868  
Lancret The Four Times of Day: Afternoon NG5869  
Lancret The Four Times of Day: Evening NG5870

The Young Ribera  
Museo Nacional del Prado, Madrid  
April–August 2011  
Museo Nazionale di Capodimonte, Napoli  
September 2011–January 2012  
Ribera The Lamentation over the Dead Christ NG235

Constable and Salisbury: A Bicentenary Exhibition  
Salisbury & South Wiltshire Museum, Salisbury  
May–September 2011  
Constable Salisbury Cathedral and Leadenhall from the River Avon NG2651

Dürer– Cranach–Holbein. The Discovery of Man: The German Portrait from around 1500  
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna  
May–September 2011  
Kunsthalle der Hypo-Kulturstiftung, Munich  
September 2011–January 2012  
Cranach the Elder Portrait of a Man, probably Johann Feige NG1925  
Attributed to Dürer The Painter’s Father NG1938

Caravaggio and his Followers in Rome  
National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa  
June–September 2011  
Kimbell Art Museum, Fort Worth  
October 2011–January 2012  
Honthorst Saint Sebastian NG4503

Cy Twombly and Nicolas Poussin: Arcadian Painters  
Dulwich Picture Gallery, London  
June–September 2011  
Poussin The Triumph of Pan NG6477

Gainsborough’s ‘Diana and Actaeon’ Revealed  
Gainsborough’s House, Sudbury  
June–September 2011  
Renoir A Bather NG6319

Turner and the Elements  
Bucerius Kunst Forum, Hamburg  
June–September 2011  
National Museum, Krakow  
October 2011–January 2012  
Turner Contemporary, Margate  
January–May 2012  
Turner Margate (?), from the Sea NG1984

Vienna, Art and Design: Klimt, Schiele, Hoffmann and Loos  
National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne  
June–October 2011  
Klimt Portrait of Hermine Gallia NG6434

The Portrait in Renaissance Italy  
Bode-Museum, Berlin  
August–November 2011  
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York  
December 2011–March 2012  
Bonsignori Portrait of an Elderly Man NG736  
Costa Portrait of Battista Fiera NG2083  
Vivarini Portrait of a Man NG2672

Degas and the Ballet: Picturing Movement  
Royal Academy of Arts, London  
September–December 2011  
Degas Russian Dancers NG6581

Money and Beauty: From Bankers to Botticelli and the Bonfires of the Vanities  
Palazzo Strozzi, Florence  
September 2011–January 2012  
Florentine Portrait of Savonarola NG1301

Palazzo Rubens: The Master as Architect  
Rubenshuis, Antwerp  
September–December 2011  
Coques Portrait of a Woman as Saint Agnes NG1011  
Flemish Portrait of a Man NG5631

Thomas Gainsborough: Rural Themes and Variations  
Holburne Museum of Art, Bath  
September 2011–January 2012
Compton Verney House Trust, Compton Verney
February–June 2012
Gainsborough The Watering Place NG109

Cézanne and Paris
Musée du Luxembourg, Paris
October 2011–February 2012
Cézanne Self Portrait NG4135

Claude Lorrain and the Poetry of Landscape
The Ashmolean Museum of Art and Archaeology, Oxford
October 2011–January 2012
Städelisches Kunstinstitut und Städtische Galerie, Frankfurt am Main
February–May 2012
Claude Landscape with Psyche outside the Palace of Cupid (‘The Enchanted Castle’) NG6471 (Oxford only)
Claude A Seaport NG5

Degas and the Nude
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
October 2011–February 2012
Musée d’Orsay, Paris
March–July 2012
Degas Young Spartans Exercising NG3860
Ingres Angelica saved by Ruggiero NG3292

Eugène Delacroix
Caixa Forum Madrid, Madrid
October 2011–January 2012
Caixa Forum Barcelona, Barcelona
February–May 2012
Delacroix Louis-Auguste Schwiter NG3286
Delacroix Ovid among the Scythians NG6262

Family Matters: The Family in British Art
Norwich Castle Museum & Art Gallery, Norwich
October 2011–January 2012
Millennium Galleries, Sheffield
February–April 2012
Laing Art Gallery, Newcastle upon Tyne
May–September 2012
Tate Britain, London
October–December 2012
Gainsborough The Painter’s Daughters chasing a Butterfly NG1811

Filippino Lippi
Scuderia del Quirinale, Rome
October 2011–January 2012

Garbo Portrait of a Man NG3101
Lippi The Adoration of the Kings NG1124

Gustav Klimt and Josef Hoffmann: Pioneers of Modernism
Österreichische Galerie Belvedere, Vienna
October 2011–March 2012
Museo Correr, Venice
March–July 2012
Klimt Portrait of Hermine Gallia NG6434

Johan Zoffany RA: Artist and Enigma
Yale Center for British Art, New Haven
October 2011–February 2012
Royal Academy of Arts, London
March–June 2012
Zoffany Mrs Oswald NG4931 (New Haven only)

Raphael’s Master
Alte Pinakothek, Munich
October 2011–January 2012
Attributed to Perugino Christ Crowned with Thorns NG691

Rome in the Sixteenth Century
Palazzo Sciarra Colonna, Rome
October 2011–February 2012
Attributed to Venusti (after Michelangelo) The Holy Family (Il Silenzio) NG1227

Turner, Monet, Twombly
Modern Museet, Stockholm
October 2011–January 2012
Staatsgalerie Stuttgart, Stuttgart
February–May 2012
Tate Liverpool, Liverpool
June–October 2012
Monet Water-Lilies NG6343 (Liverpool only)
Turner The Parting of Hero and Leander – from the Greek of Musaeus NG521 (Liverpool only)

Vermeer’s Women: Secrets and Silence
The Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge
October 2011–January 2012
De Hooch The Courtyard of a House in Delft NG835
Maes A Woman scraping Parsnips, with a Child standing by her NG159
Schalcken A Candlelight Scene: A Man offering a Gold Chain and Coins to a Girl seated on a Bed NG999
Vermeer A Young Woman seated at a Virginal NG2568

Winter Tales: Depictions of Winter in European Art from Bruegel to Beuys
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna
October 2011–January 2012
Kunsthaus Zürich, Zurich
February 2012–April 2012
Teniers the Younger Spring NG857
Teniers the Younger Summer NG858
Teniers the Younger Autumn NG859
Teniers the Younger Winter NG860
Van Ostade A Winter Scene NG848

Botticelli
Biblioteca Ambrosiana, Milan
November 2011–February 2012
Botticelli ‘Mystic Nativity’ NG1034

Casanova, la passion de la liberté
Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris
November 2011–February 2012
Nattier Manon Balletti NG5586

Cologne’s Splendour and Greatness from 1000 to 1550
Museum Schnütgen, Cologne
November 2011–February 2012
Cologne, Unknown artist Portrait of a Woman NG2670
Master of Saint Veronica Saint Veronica with the Sudarium NG687

Louis-Leopold Boilly
Musée des Beaux-Arts, Lille
November 2011–February 2012
Boilly A Girl at a Window NG5583

Rubens and Britain
Tate Britain, London
November 2011–May 2012
Rubens Minerva and Mercury conduct the Duke of Buckingham to the Temple of Virtue NG187

Into the Light: French and British Painting from Impressionism to the early 1920s
Royal Albert Memorial Museum & Art Gallery, Exeter
December 2011–March 2012
Compton Verney House Trust, Compton Verney
March–June 2012
Monet The Museum at Le Havre NG6527
Renoir Moulin Huet Bay, Guernsey NG6204
Pompeo Batoni
Royal Albert Memorial Museum & Art
Gallery, Exeter
December 2011–May 2012
Batoni Portrait of Richard Milles NG6459

George Stubbs
Neue Pinakothek, Munich
January–May 2012
Stubbs Sir Peniston and Lady Lamb, Later Lord and Lady Melbourne, with Lady Lamb’s Father, Sir Ralph Milbanke, and her Brother John Milbanke (‘The Milbanke and Melbourne Families’) NG6429

Titian’s Diana and Actaeon
Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool
January–February 2012
Norwich Castle Museum & Art Gallery, Norwich
March–April 2012
Amgueddfa Cymru – National Museum Wales, Cardiff
April–June 2012
Titian Diana and Actaeon NG6611

Van Gogh up Close
Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadelphia
January–May 2012
National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa
May–September 2012
Van Gogh Long Grass with Butterflies NG4169

Akseli Gallen-Kallela (Northern European Artists series)
Musée d’Orsay, Paris
February–May 2012
Museum Kunst Palast, Düsseldorf
June–September 2012
Gallen-Kallela Lake Keitele NG6574

Golden Splendour: Medieval Treasures in Westphalia
Westfälisches Landesmuseum für Kunst und Kulturgeschichte, Münster
February–May 2012
Circle of the Master of Liesborn The Virgin and Child with a Donor NG2151

Masterpieces from Museums of the World at the Hermitage
The State Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg
February–May 2012
Crivelli The Annunciation, with Saint Emidius NG739

Picasso and Modern British Art
Tate Britain, London
February–July 2012
Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, Edinburgh
August–November 2012
Picasso Fruit Dish, Bottle and Violin NG6449

Renoir, Fashion, and the Full-Length Format
The Frick Collection, New York
February–May 2012
Renoir The Umbrellas NG3268

Tintoretto
Scuderie del Quirinale, Rome
February–June 2012
Tintoretto Saint George and the Dragon NG16

Titian and the Birth of the Modern Landscape
Palazzo Reale, Milan
February–May 2012
Cima da Conegliano David and Jonathan (?) NG2505

La Beauté animale
Galeries Nationales du Grand Palais, Paris
Géricault A Horse frightened by Lightning NG4927

Berthe Morisot: Woman of our Time
Musée Marmottan Monet, Paris
March–July 2012
Morisot Summer’s Day NG3264

Delaroche
Musée du Louvre, Paris
March–May 2012
Delaroche The Execution of Lady Jane Grey NG1909

Reciprocal Loans to Anglesey Abbey
Anglesey Abbey (The National Trust), Cambridge
March–June 2012
Wilson Holt Bridge on the River Dee NG6196
Wilson The Valley of the Dee, with Chester in the Distance NG6197

Reciprocal Loan to Graves Art Gallery
Graves Art Gallery, Sheffield
March–June 2012
Canaletto Venice: The Upper Reaches of the Grand Canal with S. Simeone Piccolo NG163

The Rothschild Chardins
Waddesdon Manor (National Trust), Aylesbury
March–July 2012
Chardin The House of Cards NG4078

L’ultime chef-d’œuvre de Léonard de Vinci, la Sainte Anne
Musée du Louvre, Paris
March–June 2012
Leonardo da Vinci The Virgin and Child with Saint Anne and the Infant Saint John the Baptist (‘The Burlington House Cartoon’) NG6337

Vorschaub: Eleganz und raue Sitten
Suermondt-Ludwig-Museum, Aachen
March–June 2012
Gemäldegalerie, Berlin
July–October 2012
Bega An Astrologer NG1481